PROFESSIONAL COURTESY.
Let not our readers be misled by the heading of this article iuto supposing that, in the pride of the Editorial chair, we arrogate to ourselves the powers of a dictator in matters of opinion, or that we seek to reduce to a system that which is of necessity dependent on the feelings of individuals. The unwritten laws of conduct which spring from cultivated taste and refinement of character must yet remain unwritten. They cannot be gathered into a code, and if they could, it wouid be idle to attempt it, for they could not be enforced. " We harbour no such design on the patience of our readers. In our last issue we offered a few observations on the question of fees, and endeavoured to sketch roughly a scheme which, based as it is on partially established usage, we think may be accepted as It will not be out of place here to allude to a special danger to which we are exposed in India. There is little risk in England of the consulting physician being called upon to take tin: place of the family practitioner; the difference of profession a I status is a safeguard against this. But it is otherwise here ; there, is no one to consult but those who also engage in family practice, and who may therefore find themselves, from circumstance* arising out of their consultation, invited to supplant the friend who has introduced them. Such a thing has occurred within, our own experience. We wish we could rest secure in the belief that it will not occur hereafter.
There are other points connected with Professional courtesy which are of no less importance than consultations, to which we propose to advert on an early occasion.
